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1. Introduction

All existing dynamic models with informational frictions imply that it is efficient for

poor individuals to be savings-constrained: given prevailing rates of return, they would like

to save more. (See, for example, Townsend (1982), Green and Oh (1991), and Rogerson

(1985)). This implication is counter to the usual intuition about the kinds of constraints that

individuals actually face in asset markets.

In this paper, we demonstrate that there is a simple and plausible specification of

informational frictions that implies that borrowing constraints, not savings constraints, are

efficient. Virtually all previous work on dynamic environments with private information as-

sumes that income shocks are independently distributed over time r . We relax this assumption

in the context of a dynamic environment with hidden income; we place special emphasis on

the case in which all income shocks are permanent. The standard intuition is that with

permanent shocks, no insurance is possible because differential realizations of income shocks

do not cause individuals to have different preferences over current and future consumption.

We prove that this intuition is correct when individuals have exponential utility. However,

the intuition is wrong when individuals have CRRA utility and at least some income is pub-

licly observable. We prove that under these assumptions, if income shocks are permanent,

it is possible to insure individuals against income shocks, and the optimal insurance scheme

features borrowing constraints upon the poor.

Our result is based on the following key result about individual behavior. When agents

have CRRA utility, and income shocks are permanent, we show that currently poor individuals

I See Green (1987), Thomas and Worrall (1990), Phelan and Townsend (1991), Atkeson and Lucas (1992),
Phelan (1995), Wang (1995), and Aiyagari and Alvarez (1995) for examples of the literature in which income
shocks are assumed to be iid over time. See Fernandes and Phelan for an exception.
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have a greater desire to save out of any extra wealth than do currently rich individuals. This

is the exact opposite of what happens when shocks are purely transitory; then, the desire to

smooth consumption over time implies that the currently poor have a lower savings demand

than the currently rich. In both instances, the efficient transfer scheme is designed so as to

exploit differences in savings demand across rich and poor; this consideration leads to savings

constraints in the purely transitory case and borrowing constraints in the permanent shock

case.

We view our work as complementary to the existing literature on enforcement con-

straints (Kehoe and Levine (1993); Alvarez and Jermann (1997)). Undoubtedly, individuals

are unable to commit to repay some kinds of loans, and this plays a substantial role in their

facing borrowing constraints. What we show is that informational frictions may also play a

role in generating such constraints.

2. Environment

We consider the following environment. There are two periods and a single perish-

able consumption good. There is a continuum of agents, who have identical preferences

representable by the utility function:

2
E at-1 tt(ct ), where it is C2 , strictly increasing, and strictly concave over R.
t=1

Agents are able to borrow and lend freely at a given rate R. Their borrowing and lending is

observable.

Agents have both observable income and unobservable income. In period 1, all agents

receive yi units of publicly observable income and in period 2, they all receive y 2 units of

publicly observable income; we define W = yr + fr1 y2 . The assumption that all individuals
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receive the same public income is unimportant for the results that follow; the key is that their

public income is stochastically independent of their private income.

In terms of unobservable income, in period 1, an agent receives income 0 1 , where 01

equals 01' with probability ir k or 0/ with probability Tr' 1 — rrh (01' > Oi ). In period 2, he

receives income 0(01, 02), where (01 , 02 ) are independent and identically distributed and 0

is increasing in both its arguments. Hence, period 2 and period 1 private incomes are, in

general, positively correlated.

3. Efficiency: General Analysis

We seek to characterize the set of efficient transfer schemes. We denote a transfer

scheme by 7 = {7 2 } z,z,h, where r (711, ) denotes the transfers received by an agent who

says that his first period private income shock was 01. (Throughout, we use the term "private

income" to refer to the unobservable income of the agents.) For this transfer scheme to

be incentive-compatible, agents who receive high private income in period one must weakly

prefer Tit to ri and agents who receive low private income in period one must have the reverse

ordering. Transfers are only contingent on first period income; because all agents prefer more

income to less, there is no point in trying to separate agents based on their period two income

realizations.

In defining the set of incentive-compatible transfer schemes, it is useful to define

reduced-form preferences over transfer schemes conditional on first period income as

u(ei +	 + 0E92 {u(95(01, 02) + riz)}

With this definition, we can represent the set of efficient transfer schemes as being the solu-
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tions to the social planner's problem:

max E 2riU(01,
(1} i={1,h}

subject to

2
E E irM/Rt-1 < W

i={1,h} t=1

Ti ) >	 Th )

u(81,74) > u(e1,71)

+	 > 0, 722 + 95(0 f91 ) > 0 for all i, j

The first constraint is the resource constraint of the planner (as in Green (1987), he is able to

borrow and lend at rate R). The second and third constraints are the self-selection constraints

of the poor and rich agents, respectively.

As in any social planner's problem with self-selection constraints, what allows the

planner to treat the rich and poor agents differently is that the two types of agents have

different preferences over transfer schemes. We can represent these preferences using the

following formula for an individual's marginal rate of substitution between first period and

second period transfers, given that he takes a given contract r:

MRS(81, 7) = 0E02 {u'($(01, 02) + 1-2)}/u/(01 + Ti)

The following Proposition uses this formula to provide a set of necessary conditions for

efficiency in this general environment. The first condition guarantees that the planner takes

from the rich and gives to the poor. The second condition guarantees that the rich agent and

the planner have the same MRS. The final condition says that the MRS of the low income

)
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individual is a weighted average of the planner's MRS and the MRS of the high income

individual (where the latter is evaluated at the low income individual's transfer scheme).

PROPOSITION 1. Arty efficient 7 satisfies three conditions,

2	 2
Eritmt_i > E h/Rt—t; the inequality is strict if MRS(0 1 ,r1 ) R-1
t=1	 tr-1

ii) M RS(01; , re') =

iii) MRS(OL id )	 aR-1 + (1 — a)MRS(Ohi ,r1 ) for some a in (0,1]

Proof. See the appendix.

The intuition behind these conditions is simple. Standard risk-sharing arguments

imply that as long as the planner can discriminate between the rich and poor, he wants to

give more resources to the poor agents. This leads immediately to condition (i). Similarly,

because the planner is always trying to take from the rich individual and give to the poor,

there is no need to worry about the poor agent trying to pretend to be rich. It follows that

given the net present value of the resources being given to the rich agent, the planner wants

to maximize the rich agent's utility, and condition (ii) is simply the first order condition of

this maximization problem.

The third condition is more subtle. Suppose it is not satisfied; for example, suppose

the shadow interest rate of the poor agent is higher than the shadow interest rate of the

rich agent, which is in turn higher than R. (Here, the shadow interest rate of an agent is

evaluated at the poor agent's transfer profile and is equal to MRS(611,1-0 -1 ). Then, consider

the following change to the poor individual's transfer scheme. The planner makes a small

incremental loan to the poor agent, where the loan has an interest rate higher than R, but
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lower than the poor agent's shadow rate. This change makes the poor agent better off,

because he is borrowing at a rate lower than his shadow rate. The planner can afford this

loan because he is able to borrow at R. The rich agent gets less utility from the poor agent's

new transfer profile (because the loan rate is higher than the rich agent's shadow rate), and

so is less inclined to switch to the poor agent's contract. It follows that if the third condition

is not satisfied, we can construct another feasible and incentive-compatible transfer profile

that improves the planner's objective; thus, any optimal transfer scheme must satisfy the

third condition.

4. Efficiency: Special Cases

We now focus our attention on three special cases of the above general analysis. In

the first, private income shocks are purely transitory, so ch(0 1 , 02) 02 . In the second, utility

is exponential, and private income follows an AR(1), with a positive coefficient on lagged

income. In the last case, utility is CRRA, and private income is a logarithmic random walk.

A. Purely Transitory Shocks

Suppose 0(0 1 ,00= 02 . Then, we know that for all r:

MRS(0t,r) = 0.602{i/(02 + 7-2)}/uVii +

> )3E92{71(02 + 72)}	 +

AIRS(01,2-)

because individuals with temporarily high period 1 private income have a lower marginal

utility of current consumption. This result, together with condition (iii) of Proposition 1,
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implies that for an efficient transfer scheme r:

MRS(0 11 ,7 1 )> R-1

We can then use condition (i) of Proposition 1 to conclude that:

2

E (Tt - ri )1111-1 > 0
t=1

Thus, if all shocks are transitory, it is possible to provide insurance to the temporarily

poor agents (so that the net present value of their transfers is higher than the net present

value of the high-income agents). Also, the poor agents are savings-constrained: on the

margin, they would like to be able to transfer resources from period 1 to period 2 at the

interest rate R. These results are similar to those derived in Green and Oh (1991).

B. Exponential Utility

Suppose u(c).--- - exp(-c) and 0(0 1 , 8 2) a +Mt + 02 0 2 . Then, it is easy to see that:

MRS(0 ii ,r)	 0E82 exp(-a - P 1 8i- P202 - 72 )/ exp(-a - 8i - 71)

/3exp((1 - /3 1 )01 - r2 + ri )E02 exP(-P292)

It follows that if 0 < P1 < 1, then for any r, MRS(0 1;',r) > MRS(4,7). As in the purely

transitory shock case, we can use Proposition 1 to conclude:

MRS(91 0- 1 ) >

2
tiRt-1t2_,T

t=-1

Thus, if utility is exponential and income shocks display any mean reversion, then in an

efficient transfer scheme, poor agents are savings-constrained and poor agents receive more
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resources than rich agents.

Now suppose pi = 1, so that private income is a random walk with drift. In this case,

preference orderings over transfer profiles T are independent of 0 . Hence, for any incentive-

compatible T, it must be true that:

U(01, Th 	 I/ (01 , TI ) for i = h,1

Moreover, because preference orderings over T are independent of 01, M RS(Ot ,r) is the same

for all i. From conditions (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 3, any efficient T must satisfy:

MRS(0i , ) R-I

Thus, when p1 =-- 1, in an efficient T, agents are indifferent between taking the high

contract and low contract; also, both contracts "smooth" their consumption profiles over

time. Hence, the efficient r is the solution to the problem:

arg max - exp(-71) - 0E02 exP(-r2 - p202)

s.t. W > r1 + r2/R

With permanent shocks, no insurance is possible: the efficient transfer profile is achieved

by just letting the agents borrow and lend at the market interest rate R. Intuitively, when

shocks are temporary, the planner is able to sort between the rich and poor agents by their

differential attitudes towards the slope of their consumption profile. This difference disappears

when shocks are permanent.
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C. CRRA Utility and Permanent Shocks

We assume that u satisfies the requirement that u'(c) = C-7 (ry > 0), and that

0(01, 02) = 0052 , where p2 > 0. Note that this means that private income follows a log-

arithmic random walk. As in Constantinides and Duffle (1996), we assume that the private

income shocks do not induce individuals to borrow or lend; that is, we require that:

ORE,921(052n = 1

We first prove a result similar to the one derived for exponential utility: when shocks

are permanent, no insurance is possible.

PROPOSITION 2. Suppose W = 0. The unique efficient transfer scheme is r = 0.

Proof. See the appendix.

In this permanent shock environment, neither the poor nor rich agent have any desire

to save or borrow at the interest rate R, and so autarchy is the competitive equilibrium.

Proposition 2 shows that as long as there is no publicly observable income, it is impossible

for society to improve upon this competitive equilibrium.

However, unlike in the exponential utility or temporary shock cases, this qualitative

characterization of the efficient transfer scheme changes when W > 0. We show this by first

proving that if the rich person is savings-constrained for a nonzero transfer scheme, then the

poor person is even more savings-constrained by that transfer scheme.

PROPOSITION 3. If r # 0 and MRS(0111 ,r) > R-1 , then MRS(O lu r) > MRS(911', 7).

Proof. See the appendix.
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Intuitively, the poor agents have a positive probability of enduring an extremely low

realization of income in the second period. This means given any nonzero transfer sequence,

they have a larger desire to shift resources into the second period than do the rich agents.

This is different from the temporary shock case, in which the poor agents have a smaller

desire to shift resources into the second period.

Condition (iii) of Proposition 1 tells us that in an efficient transfer scheme, a poor

agent's shadow interest rate lies between the market interest rate and a rich agent's shadow

interest rate, where all shadow rates are evaluated at the poor agent's transfer profile. Propo-

sition 3 implies that this ordering of shadow interest rates is impossible if the poor agent is

savings-constrained. Hence, for an efficient r, we know that:

MRS((4,-1-1) < R-1

2E(7. rt)/Rt-1 > 0
tr.].

Even though all private income shocks are permanent, it is still possible to provide

some insurance against the shocks. The planner screens the agents by exploiting the fact

that the poor agents' demand for savings is larger than the rich agents' demand for savings.

This means that in an efficient transfer scheme, the poor agents are borrowing-constrained,

not savings-constrained.

5. Conclusion

We prove that a general characteristic of efficient transfer schemes in settings with

hidden income is that the shadow interest rate of poor agents lies between the market in-

terest rate and the shadow interest rate of the rich agents, evaluated at the poor agents'
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contract. Specifics of the environment affect the implications of this general property for

whether poor agents are savings-constrained or borrowing-constrained. However, we show

that if agents have CRRA utility, have some publicly observable income, and face perma-

nent privately observable income shocks, the efficient arrangement requires the poor to be

borrowing-constrained. Thus, informational frictions could explain two key features of the

consumption data: the low level of consumption risk sharing and poor individuals being

borrowing constrained..
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Appendix

Al. Proof of Proposition 1

In our proof, we implicitly look at a problem with a larger constraint set by ignoring

the incentive constraint on the poor agents (those with low income realizations in period 1).

At the end of the proof, we show that any transfer scheme that is optimal relative to this

larger constraint set in fact satisfies the poor agents' incentive constraint, and so is optimal

relative to the original constraint set.

Given that we are ignoring the poor agents' incentive constraint, the second condition

follows immediately from the first order conditions with respect to (T ill , TID.

An efficient transfer scheme 7 must satisfy:

0E02 fu' (001 , 02) + 7- 12 )} - AR-1 /2 - PfiEe2fui (0(0t, 02) + 7 12 )} = 0

n1 (011 + ) - A/2 - pu/(01; + Tt ) = 0

where p is the multiplier on the high income person's incentive constraint, and A is the

multiplier on the resource constraint. It follows that:

M RS(011 , -r 1 ) a 1?-1 + (1-	 RS Wit ,r1)

for some a such that 1 > a > 0, which proves the third condition.

To prove the first condition, define /1- 2 to solve the problem:

= arg max U(0 ,T)

s.t W > 7- 1 + -r2IR
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The transfer profile "1- consists of the transfers that result from the rich and poor agents simply

borrowing and lending at rate R. Clearly, (V) is incentive-compatible and resource-feasible.

Since r yields a higher ex ante payoff than f, it follows that, because of the concavity of U:

< 7rhvu(ohi ,	 – f-h) +	 — ti)

= irhu Ohl + f in(r); + R-1 7- 121 - W) + 7rizi(Bi+'7-11 )(711 + R-14

Since u t (Ohj + f) < u/(6) 11 +	 it follows that (r ij + R-1 -1- 12) > W > ert + R-1 7-2). The

inequalities become strict if r is not equal to , which is certainly true if MRS(011 ,7- 1 ) R-1.

All that remains to be shown is that ignoring the poor agents' incentive constraint is

without loss of generality. Suppose ignoring it is not correct; then, r solves the optimization

problem without the poor agents' incentive constraint, and yet:

u(o'n 71 ) <

Consider a new transfer scheme (Th,m) in which poor agents are given the same transfer

scheme as the rich agents. This transfer profile satisfies the rich agent's incentive constraint

(obviously). Also, because (r I' + 1/R) < W, this new transfer profile is resource-feasible.

But this new transfer profile gives strictly more utility to the poor agent, and so improves the

objective; this contradicts the supposition that r solves the optimization problem ignoring

the poor agent's incentive constraint. ■

A2. Proof of Proposition 2

We actually prove a stronger result: even if we ignore the poor individual's incentive

constraint, the unique efficient transfer scheme is autarchy. The proof has two parts. First, we
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show that if autarchy is suboptimal, the rich individuals are strictly worse off than autarchy..

Second, we show that in any allocation, if poor individuals are strictly better off than autarchy,

so are rich individuals. The theorem follows from these two demonstrations.

Suppose r is strictly better than 0. Then:

o < E zi fiz t (Oii) + )3E02 lur (19i1142)17-‘21
i=h,1

= E iri iz r (ODFrii +
i=h,l

This implies that 71 + 7141R < 0. Now suppose r is efficient. Since we are ignoring the poor

individuals' incentive constraint, we know that M RS(0 1; ,7-4) = R- 1 . Hence, given an efficient

transfer scheme that is strictly better than autarchy, the rich individual is smoothed as he

is in autarchy, but the rich individual receives less net present value than in autarchy.. It

follows that the rich individual is strictly worse off than in autarchy.. This completes the first

part of the proof.

The second part of the proof works as follows. Suppose a transfer scheme r provides

more utility to the poor agents than does no transfers:

71(011 + 71) 13E02{72(01822 7- 12)} > u(OC. ) + fiE62{u(010 2 )}

This implies that:

u(OC + 7-C) + PE02{011 + 7- 12 /812 )(142 ) -7 1 > u(OC) + 0E02{u(6410(822)-11,

since u(c).	 and hence that

irTu(OC + r zi ) + irZu(011 + r2/(9 z ) + irtu(011 + 7-12 /(0/2y2 ) > u(011)
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where:

=-- (1 + fi1rhu((e2) P2 ) + ihriu((02)P2)-1

/37roz((02)P2)71

(37 hu((02h )P2)7;

But since u exhibits strictly decreasing absolute risk aversion, it follows that:

74740i + r ) + ri:a( 0111 + ri21(0121 ) P2 ) + IT7IL (011. + T12/( 92) P2 ) > u(el)

which in turn says that:

u(ot, 7-1 ) >	 o).

u hi,rt).This completes the second part of the proof, since U	 rh) > (o 	 ■

A3. Proof of Proposition 3

It is first useful to prove the following simple result.

LEMMA 1. Suppose h is a convex function and > 1. If h(1+ al )Ir + h(1 + a2 )(1 — 7r) > h(1)

and ai $ 0 for i 1 or 2, then h(1 +eal )r +h(1 +&z 2 )(1 —7r) > h(1+a i )7r+h(1+a2 )(1— r).

Proof. Since h is convex, 0 < h(1 + ai )x + h(1 + a2)(1 — ir) — h(1) < h'(1 + a l. )a lyr + W(1+

a2 )a2 (1 — tr). Now define:

9(e) = h(1 + eai )ir + h(1 + 02)( 1— 7r) — h(1)

It follows that OD > 0 and g'(1) > 0. Moreover:

g" (C) = h"(1 + ct i )(ct 1 ) 2 + hil (1 + ea2)(a2) 2 (1 — 7r)	 0
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and so 1(0) > 0 for all 0 > 1. But this implies that g(0) > 0 for all 0 > 1, which

proves the lemma. ■

Given this lemma, we can proceed to the proof of the Proposition. Define:

- (Q912)1'2)

7r I, -	 hui ((0)P2)

Remember that by assumption

{fiRu'A(0'2 ) 92 )71 + 13Rui (011(0'2')P2)71,1
1 —

&WI)

Now, if we suppose the Proposition is false for some nonzero 71 then it must be true that:

1 = 
{ORtil (0C)Irt + 0Ru' (01i)irn

u' (9I)
{fiRut (8i + 712 / (0 E2 ) 1'2 )71 + ORtt' (191, + ri / (4)P2)711,} 

u' WI + 1-1)

PRu'(911. + ri2 /(0/2 ) P2 )77 + ORte (el + ri/(0121)0'2)wn
7b'(0 1  + 7i)

so that the rich individual is more savings-constrained than the poor individual. We can

rewrite this as:

0177/ ( 1 )(4 +

< pRu'	 + 72/(92)112 r1) 1r; + f3R71 (1 ± 12/(19121)P2 - 71) h
OC	 7-11	 011 ± ri1

f3R11 
(

1 + 
r2/(012Y2 ril) 7r* ± pRu' (1 + r2

 
/(9h
	 71)011  + 711	 + Ti
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where we divided the numerators and denominators by O i , +	 + 7-11. respectively. The

resulting expression implies that:

u'(1)	 {27(1 + aie)7r7/(77 + 7r;) + 28 (1 020 71h/fr it' +

< {u'(1+ a2 )7r7/(7r7 +1(h) til(1+ a2 )7ill(7rt + 4)}

where

( 712/(912) 1'2	 7-11)/(üi

a2	(712/04Y2 T 1)/(81 + 71)

( 64i + T 1)101 +

But since u' is convex, and (°t + 7-11 ) 1011 +	 > 1, this restriction violates the lemma. The

proposition follows. ■
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